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NMC employee allegedly embezzled over $43,000
College performed internal audit and tightened its security system

■
 ANNA GRABOWSKI

Press Staff Writer

This past September, Lisa Margaret Wilson was dismissed from 
Northwestern Michigan College (NMC) for violating college 
policy. An independent investigation into the matter revealed that 
Wilson allegedly embezzled over $43,000 dollars.

Wilson was employed by the college as an office manager at 
the Hagerty Conference Center. She was responsible for handling, 
among other things, deposits for event reservations and cash bars.

Allegedly, at some point in the past year, Wilson began asking 
clients to make out checks to her personally, instead of the college.

The college was tipped off when a client returned seeking a 
refund. In seeking that refund, the client ended up speaking with 
a different employee of the college, instead of Wilson. When 
NMC checked through the records, they did not find a copy of the 
client’s check.

The client was asked to bring in their own copy of the check. 
When they returned, it was discovered that they had made the 
check out to Wilson.

It was at this point that NMC started an internal investigation. 
NMC hired an independent auditor to do a forensic audit. They 
turned the results of this over to the Grand Traverse County 
Prosecutor, Alan Schneider’s, office.

But were there appropriate security systems in place to stop 
Wilson or other employees from embezzlement?

Paul Heaton, NMC spokesman, said that the fact that Wilson 
was discovered demonstrated that the necessary security systems 
were in place and functioning.

“The embezzled funds were discovered through a system of 
checks that we have in place.. .a red flag came up and we acted 
immediately,” said Heaton.

"It was disappointing to see that one person could 
have that much of an impact on our 

college operations."

Paul Heaton 
NMC Spokesman

NMC is taking steps to ensure that the college’s money is better 
protected in the future.

“We used this incident as an opportunity to evaluate our 
internal controls and have made improvements there as a result,” 
said Heaton. “We have made it harder for one person to have sole 
control over cash.”

Heaton said that through the college’s insurance policy NMC 
will be reimbursed for the lost funds. »
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Suspect indicted on charges of child pornography
On Nov. 29, a Grand Traverse County resident was indicted on multiple charges related 
to child pornography. Local authorities were alerted by the National Center for Missing 
and Exploited Children that an individual in the area was uploading the explicit material 
to the Internet. After obtaining the tip, a member of the Internet Crimes Against 
Children task force investigated the matter. A search warrant was obtained which allowed 
authorities to seize a number of DVDs as well as a personal computer from the suspect’s 
residence. The seized items were discovered to contain in excess 50,000 images and videos 
of child pornography. Due to the large volume of seized items, the case was turned over 
to the Western U.S. District Attorneys Office. The suspect has been indicted on charges 
of possession of child pornography, distribution of child pornography receipt of child 
pornography and possession of images of minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct.
On Nov. 29, the suspect was taken into custody and is being held at the U.S. Marshall’s 
detention center in Grand Rapids.

NMC performing ensemble presents holiday concert series
On Dec. 10 at 8 p.m., the Milliken Auditorium will host the third installment of their 
four part series of holiday musical concerts. Part three, “A Little Christmas Music, A Lot of 
Jazz,” will feature a Jazz Lab Band, Vocal Jazz Ensemble and NMC’s Big Band. The concert 
will also include special guests the Blue Lake Faculty Jazz 6tet. NMC’s jazz ensemble is 
comprised of both for-credit and non-credit students and is directed by Mike Hunter.
On Dec. 17 at 8 p.m., the fourth and final portion of the concert series will play at the 
Milliken Auditorium. This portion of the concert series will be highlighted by the NMC 
Community Concert Band under the direction of John Beery This ensemble has over 50 
members, both students and adults, and has been playing since 1973.
Admission to both concerts is $8 and $6 for seniors over 62 and children under 12. For 
more information visit www.dennosmuseum.org.
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Holiday celebration

Onlookers gather at the intersection of Cass St and Front St
for the annual tree lighting ceremony.

Santa's house sits in its traditional cozy spot across the street 
from Traverse City's signature Christmas Tree.
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on campus v-z

Local Traverse City florist competes in 
National TV show “The Arrangement”

IBRIANNA BODARY
Press Staff Writer

This month, Derek Woodruff, owner of The Floral 
Underground in Traverse City, reached third place on the 
TV show competition, “The Arrangement.” The show is a 
national competition featuring floral designers.

“To make it as a top three finalist is huge,” said 
Woodruff. “The show ‘The Arrangement’ is considered 
to be the equivalent of Project Runway, but with floral 
design.”

Woodruff was one of ten designers to compete. He 
was selected out of 300 potential candidates.

“I was just excited to be selected out of so many to be 
on the show,” he said.

Woodruff was asked to audition after the casting 
director of “The Arrangement” had called him and told 
him that he had been referred to her. Casting agents had 
contacted the American Institute of Floral Designers. 
When the director had seen his work, she gave Woodruff 
the idea to apply for the show.

“Ever since I was young, my hobby has been 
performing and theater, so in an indirect way, this is 
something I’ve always wanted to do,” he said.

Woodruff made it all the way to the season 
finale, but was the first to be eliminated out of the 
three final contestants.

Throughout the show he did win a total of four 
individual challenges. The floral designers competed to 
be the most creative in challenges, both big and small, 
to come up with pleasing floral designs. Underwater 
arrangements, runway floral headpieces for a celebrity 
designer, flower arrangements created with fabric, as well

as arrangements seamed for the movie “Saw 7”-— using 
props from a movie house—were all included in these 
challenges.

There were variations of sorting and decorating using

"It was absolutely hard. But, once 
you're in it, you want to prove

you're the best."

Derek Woodruff
owner of The Floral Underground

materials from a dumpster, a challenge Woodruff won, as 
well as arranging flowers and sushi on nude models.

“We went from decorating naked 
people to decorating cars,” said Woodruff. “We were 
primarily judged on the taste of the head judge, not really 
floral design. So, I learned how to satisfy a client without 
jeopardizing my own personal brand.”

The first place winner won the grand prize of $25,000 
cash and a Smart Car. Unfortunately, although he came in 
third, Woodruff did not win anything.

“It was a great experience because I’m only a small 
town designer, and I was competing against high end 
designers from Chicago and Los Angeles,” he said.

They flew Woodruff to Los Angeles, California. It 
took eight weeks of filming to complete. The show aired 
eight episodes for the season. The finale was featured live

at the State Theater in Traverse City.
The show did not interfere with Woodruffs work 

life at home. He managed to put all his accounts on 
suspension before filming started. No help or assistants 
were needed in LA, as no one could accompany him on 
his trip. He went alone, leaving his biggest supports at 
home, which included his boyfriend Riley, his parents, 
and his best friends Misha, Christy, and Ryan.

He was not allowed to have any visitors during the 
shooting; nor, was he allowed to call anyone during 
the show.

But after filming was over, everyone was eager to 
congratulate him on this big achievement.

“It was absolutely hard,” said Woodruff. “But, once 
you’re in it, you want to prove you’re the best. So I wanted 
to do the best I could.”

The show, along with his third place win, has had an 
effect on him and his shop.

“Business has grown a lot, and there has been a lot 
more community support,” he said. “Now when people 
see me, they recognize me from the show. It’s like I’m a 
local celebrity.”

Woodruff started his own business, The Floral 
Underground, in the summer of 2008. He owns and 
operates in his hometown of Traverse City.

What does he plan to do now?
“Good question,” said Woodruff. “My main goal is to 

make a stage debut on AIFD, the American Institute of 
Floral Designers. It’s like what Broadway is to theaters.”

Photos courtesy of Derek Woodruff, The Floral Underground
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Documents reveal one banks plan to 
squeeze customers for more overdrafts

■
 MARIAN WANG

ProPublica

In recent months, rules from the Federal Reserve have 
made it harder for banks to impose hefty overdraft fees 
when, customers try to make debit transactions or 
ATM withdrawals without enough money in their 
checking accounts.

Before the rule change, banks could automatically 
sign up customers for what they often referred to as 
overdraft coverage or overdraft protection. The so-called 
“protection,” it’s worth emphasizing, isn’t from overdraft 
fees themselves—it’s from the potential embarrassment 
or hassle that comes when a transaction is rejected due to 
insufficient funds. The “protection” also allows the bank to 
collect hefty fees for covering such transactions.

But if the past is any indication, banks will go to 
great lengths to protect those fees, which are big business. 
As the New York Times recently reported, banks make more 
on those fees than they do on penalties from credit cards.

To give a glimpse of just how hard banks have worked 
to keep overdraft fees flowing, we reviewed some internal 
e-mails and memos from earlier in the decade that Wells 
Fargo turned over in response to a class-action lawsuit in 
federal court in San Francisco. The documents—which 
we’ve loaded into our document viewer— sometimes veer 
into banker-speak, but we’ve tried to translate as needed.

“We are currently analyzing the change in frequency 
of overdrafts,” Wells Fargo Executive Vice President Ken 
Zimmerman wrote in an April 2005 e-mail.

The cause for concern at the time? An unexplained 
decline in revenue from overdrafts.

Zimmerman noted in a later e-mail that they’d 
analyzed the decline and “if there is good news to be 
had,” it is that it was probably due to “increases in both 
the volume and size of tax refunds.”

The tax refunds, especially when directly deposited 
to consumers’ bank accounts, had provided an additional 
cushion of cash that protected many consumers from 
overdrawing their accounts for a period of time, but 
customers would eventually resume “normal OD [overdraft] 
behavior” after the “excess balances are depleted.”

This was good news, according to Zimmerman, 
because it defied the bank’s earlier suspicions. Several 
years before, Wells Fargo began to re-engineer the way it 
processed checking transactions in order to maximize the 
number of overdraft fees it could charge consumers. The 
bank was afraid that the small segment of customers that 
overdraft the most—the “high-OD customer segments”— 
would notice.and react.

“Given our dependence on a small set of OD 
consumers (4% generate 40% of total OD/NSF 
revenue),” Zimmerman wrote, “a small change in behavior 
within this group can cause a large change in. revenue.”

What Wells did is by now well, known: It engineered 
its processing of transactions to mix together different 
types of transactions—debit-card purchases, checks, and 
automated clearing house transactions—and reordered 
each transaction to be processed from the largest to the

smallest at the close of every business day.
The changes, referred to as “Sort Order

Optimization.” and implemented in 2001, were intended 
to maximize the number of fees potentially incurred 
by the smaller transactions that would be processed 
later. An August 2002 bank memo marked “HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL” shows that this initiative was 
projected to boost Wells Fargo’s fee revenue by more 
than $40 million annually.

If the past is any indication, banks will 

go to great lengths to protect those 

fees, which are business

The bank had also extended what it called a “shadow 
line” of credit to consumers using debit cards or making 
ATM withdrawals, triggering more fees where previously 
these transactions would have just been declined. These 
initiatives, as part of a series of changes, were expected to 
together generate an additional $138 million in overdraft 
revenue for die bank each year, according to the bank’s memo.

For Wells Fargo, boosted revenues weren’t, the official 
rationale, of course. One bank document explained that 
the changes in posting order would yield the following 
benefits to consumers: More of a customer’s high dollar 
items will be paid, which we believe are the transactions a 
customer feels are most important (e.g., mortgage or rent).

In court, U.S. District Judge William Alsip didn’t buy 
the banks arguments. In a 90-page ruling against Wells 
Fargo, he said the bank had acted in bad faith and that 
its “true motives” for re-engineering its processing of 
transactions were “gouging and profiteering.” The ruling 
came down on August 10—the. same day Wells Fargo told 
investors that the Fed’s new rules on overdrafts would cost 
the company $500 million in fee revenue.

A Wells Fargo spokeswoman told me that the 
company is disappointed with the judge’s ruling and is 
appealing the decision. “We believe Wells Fargo’s method 
of processing transactions has been appropriate and 
consistent with customer’s interests and the laws and rules 
of governing regulator)7 authorities.” She also said that 
Wells Fargo—like many banks—offers a type of overdraft 
program that lets consumers link checking accounts to 
eligible credit cards or savings accounts to cover overdrafts, 
and the fees for this type of protection are.typically smallet 
than the standard overdraft fees.

Several months have passed since the ruling against 
Wel ls Fargo and the implementation of the Federal 
Reserve’s new overdraft rules, but as TIME magazine 
notes, statistics on how many consumers have signed up 
for the banks’ “overdraft protection” vary depending on 
who you ask.

Consumer Reports—which has told consumers, 
“Don’t opt in!” in order to avoid the hefty fees that were 
once automatic—released a poll earlier this month that 
found that only 22 percent of bank customers chose 
to opt-in. An August survey by the American Bankers 
Association, however, put that figure higher—at 46 
percent—but still lower than the figure quoted by the 
Wall Street Journal last week: a whopping 75 percent— 
meaning that three-quarters of bank customers supposedly 
chose overdraft fees over declined transactions.

What the surveys by Consumer Reports and Moebs 
Services—the bank-industry consulting firm whose survey 
was cited by the Journal—both agree on is that previous 
experience with, overdrafts doesn’t seem to deter customers 
from opting in to overdraft coverage services that allow 
banks to keep collecting these fees, which often cost $35 
or more for each, transaction.

The Federal Reserve currently requires consumers 
to opt in to bank programs that charge fees for debit 
and ATM overdrafts, but it still allows banks to charge 
the fees by default when automated debit transactions 
and checks overdraw checking accounts. Last week, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which oversees 
state-charted banks, issued guidance to banks on how 
to curb abuses of overdraft protection programs and 
help customers who chronically overdraft to find better 
alternatives and avoid hefty fees.

«
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Academics on chopping block 
as state colleges scrounge for savings

I MELISSA MAYNARD
“ Stateline.org (MCT)

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - Last August, Missouri Gov.
Jay Nixon told state universities to look at making some 
hard choices they’re not accustomed to having to make. 
Nixon, a Democrat, wants to eliminate “low-producing” 
academic programs in order to save money. To that end, 
he asked universities to review any program that fails to 
award an average of ten bachelor’s degrees, five master’s 
degrees or three doctorates per year.

The results of this review aren’t due on the governor’s 
desk until February, but preliminary results offer an 
interesting look at what may lie ahead. Institutions have 
volunteered to terminate 61 of the 353 programs that 
fell below the threshold, including programs in French, 
engineering physics, public administration, antiquities, 
sociology and recreation.

More courses are expected to be on the chopping 
block as the schools conduct follow-up and explore 
opportunities to consolidate or share programs. Instead of 
all of the state’s institutions of higher learning trying “to 
be everything to everybody,” Nixon said, “we have to take 
a good hard look at what we do well.”

This review is only the beginning of a major efficiency 
initiative that Nixon is pushing across Missouri’s 13 four- 
year universities and 21 two-year colleges. So far, these 
institutions have been spared the worst of the state’s 
budget crisis, thanks to an agreement they made with the 
governor two years ago to freeze tuition rates. Now, with 
that agreement set to expire soon — and Missouri facing 
a budget deficit of up to $700 million next year - higher 
education is bracing for a funding reduction of as much as 
20 percent next year.

While some of that gap may be filled with increases 
in tuition and fees, there’s a growing sense across the 
country that state colleges and universities can’t go on 
simply charging students more. Increasingly, school 
leaders acknowledge that they need to cut their underlying 
cost structures, and that saving money on classroom 
instruction has to be part of the mix.

As David Russell, Missouri’s commissioner of higher 
education, puts it, “The last real area of higher education 
that’s remained relatively untouched, the academic 
enterprise, the core of our reason -for existence, is in 
danger of suffering some severe reductions.”

Implementing such reductions, however, is easier said 
than done. Of all the government functions states are 
responsible for, higher education has been one of the most 
resistant to cost-cutting. That’s partially because natural 
rivalries exist across institutions that often see themselves 
as competing against each other.

It’s also because the institutions themselves enjoy a high 
degree of autonomy: In Missouri, the ability to eliminate

or consolidate programs rests squarely in the hands of the 
individual schools and their boards.
Finally, universities exist not only to grant degrees but also 
to enlighten _ and enlightenment is a difficult thing to 
put a price tag on.

“If you start in on French and Latin and Greek, at 
some point, what is left of the concept of the academy?” 
said state Rep. Chris Kelly, a Democrat from Columbia, 
which is home to the University of Missouri’s flagship 
campus. Kelly objects to Nixon injecting himself into 
what he sees as academic decisions best left to academics. 
“These institutions are there to preserve and to enhance 
our culture. Are French and physics essentially frippery, or 
are they part of an educated society? I contend that they’re 
part of an educated society.”

The least controversial place for higher education to 
begin to save money is in administration. The University 
of Missouri system, for example, is pooling purchasing 
power across its four campuses to get lower prices on 
goods and services.

"These institutions are there to 
preserve and to enhance our culture.
Are French and physics essentially

frippery, or are they part of an educated 
society? I contend that they're part of

an educated society."

Rep. Chris Keily
Democrat from Columbia, Missouri

Gary Forsee, the system’s president, says those 
bulk purchasing agreements should be made available 
to community colleges and other four-year public 
institutions. Forsee says others also could piggyback off of 
a new e-learning platform, which will be the backbone for 
online instruction across the system.

Another cost-saving area is for campuses to collaborate 
on academic programs so that one institution doesn’t 
duplicate the niche course offerings of another.
There’s a model for how to do this in Missouri, one 
that Nixon says he wants to see more of. In the 1990s, 
growth surrounding Springfield, Mo., in the southwest 
corner of the state, created demand for engineering 
degrees. Rather than build a new engineering school 
at the public university in Springfield, Missouri State 
University, the state began importing instructors from a 
nationally recognized engineering program at the Missouri

University of Science and Technology in Rolla, Mo., just 
two hours away. Now Springfield students graduate with 
a degree from a prestigious program, and they can do it 
without ever setting foot on the Rolla campus.

But the Rolla-Springfield partnership serves as both a 
success story and a cautionary tale. Robert Stein, a former 
commissioner of higher education in Missouri who was 
involved in the development of the joint program, notes 
that negotiations between the two institutions, as well 
as others in the state who had a say in the matter, were 
tricky.

“It took over a decade to get the institutions to agree,” 
Stein said. “That idea was around for years, but there was 
a lot of infighting that prevented it from happening.”

One thing that may make forging such partnerships 
easier is technology. Using online courses, this kind of 
partnership could be replicated and expanded, while 
eliminating the need for faculty to commute between 
campuses. Four-year colleges in the northwest and 
southeast corners of Missouri recently agreed to develop 
a joint program in economics that will rely heavily on 
Web-based technologies. The joint program will leverage 
the collective resources of both faculties to offer a needed 
program that neither school would have the instructional 
capacity to provide on its own.

There’s also a tremendous amount of interest in finding 
efficiencies and improving student outcomes by applying 
the principles of “course redesign.” The idea is to use a 
mix of classroom and technology-based instruction to 
deliver content more efficiently.

The University of Missouri-St. Louis has experimented 
with this approach for some math instruction, and has 
improved pass rates in its algebra courses by scrapping 
formal lectures in favor of hands-on instruction in labs, 
more interactive class sessions and guided Web-based 
homework.

“There’s overlap in a basic college algebra course that 
you want to take advantage of in terms of getting that 
declarative knowledge out as efficiently as possible,” said 
Mike Nietzel, an education advisor for the governor who 
formerly served as president of Missouri State University. 
Nixon hopes that it will take hold statewide in a way that 
has never been done before anywhere in the country.

These cost-cutting steps represent only the first phase 
of a process that may take Missouri years to fulfill. In part, 
that’s because the institutions themselves are interested 
in forming consortia and finding ways to coordinate 
their degree offerings -complicated arrangements that 
will simply take longer than a budget cycle or two to 
implement.

•*
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Cheers and Jeers
J Cheers

r , “ Cheers to Jennie Ware and Carolee Hazard. In August
I KLO 2009, Ware was in the checkout line of a Trader Joe’s

in Silicon Valley, California when she realized she had 
lost her wallet. Hazard, who was in line beside Ware, offered to 
pay the $207 bill if Ware would pay her back as soon as she could. 
Sure enough, the next day Hazard received a check for $300; Ware 
included an additional $93 for Hazard’s generosity. Instead of taking 
Ware’s advice and using the additional money for a massage, Hazard 
posted a question on Facebook asking her friends what to do with 
extra money. After someone suggested she donate the money to a 
charity, Ware got word of what was going on and agreed to match 
the $93. Then, another friend of Hazard’s offered to match the 
donation. Slowly more and more people, having heard about the 
growing cause on Facebook, offered to match the.$93 donation. 
Now, over a year after Hazard’s initial act of generosity the “$93 
club” has raised $112,000 for the Second Harvest Food Bank. Many 
cheers to these two women who were once strangers and are now 
bonded by their honesty and generosity.

Many cheers to the kind Christmas elves wandering 
around Charlotte, North Carolina. A group of volunteers took 
to the streets on Dec. 3, armed with thousands of dollars in crisp 
$100 bills which they had pulled out of their own bank accounts. 
The group, made up of area businessmen and -women, proceeded 
to walk up to strangers and ring doorbells, handing the bills off to 
those in need. The anonymous donators claim their inspiration came 
from Larry Stewart, a Kansas City man who also distributed $100 
bills each holiday season. The “Secret Santas” targeted homeless 
shelters and others in need of a lift. They took the advice of police 
and carried news clippings about those in need to guide them. “This 
is a blessing, man,” said Dynasty Taylor, a Santa recipient. “I’m 
shocked.”

Jeers

Many jeers to The Salvation Army, for their highly 
political stance in New York. The non-profit organization

has been threatening since 2004 to remove their NYC soup kitchens 
and homeless shelters if New York approves gay marriage.
Obviously, The Salvation Army’s decision is faith based. However, 
it does make one wonder how a Christian organization can justify 
leaving the city’s homeless out in the cold. It seems like there are 
certainly more humane ways that the charity giant could throw their 
political mass around. The Salvation Army has clearly not advertised 
this stunt, though stories have been printed. The organization 
positions a cheery bell ringer and red pail in front of every grocery 
store and shopping center, gathering funds for their charitable 
causes, all the while, using their fund to push their belligerent 
agenda forward. Using the New York homeless to battle gay rights 
movements does not seem to embody the Christian spirit, not to 
mention using donations from kind, well meaning holiday shoppers. 
My advice—skip the red pail this year. There are plenty of charities 
who are less selective about who they reach.

Jeers to Sven Koppler, who was caught illegally shipping 
hundreds of a protected breeds of tarantula into the US from 
Germany. A routine search in Los Angeles in March turned up 
a package containing roughly 300 live tarantulas. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service agents began an investigation, dubbed “Operation 
Spiderman.” Through this investigation, agents received and 
intercepted several more boxes, all containing live tarantulas.
One package contained 22 Mexican red-kneed tarantulas, a 
species protected by an international treaty. According to U.S.
Fish and Wildlife, Koppler has made about $300,000 though his 
underground tarantula ring. He had been shipping a variety of 
species to dozens of countries.

WRITE US A LETTER
OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts let
ters to the editor from members of the col
lege and community. Letters should be less 
than 400 words, typewritten, and signed 
with your name, address and phone num
ber. Letters may be edited for clarity, gram
mar, spelling and length. Opinions expressed 
are not necessarily those of The White Pine 
Press staff or any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com 
BY FAX: (231)995-2110
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What are you going to do to improve your school work next semester?
"Actually study! Sit 
down and take time. 
I am easily 
distracted."

Collin Potter, 18
Music

"Not play on Facebook 
as much."

Katie Scharlow, 22
Social Work

"Spend more time 
actually doing it."

Clayton Schwach, 
18
C.l.T.

"Drink less!"

Josh Gibson, 21
C.l.T.

"To study more often'

Cody Richardson, 18
Social Science

"Spread my time 
out on projects. 
Make a Schedule

Jeff Pleva, 19
Graphic Design

SOUND BVTES "I do" but I don't
"He said he feels great—he lost six ounces," MICKEY 
RAFEL, a long-time harmonica player for Willie Nelson. 
Rafael was referring to Nelson recently being busted on 
charges of misdemeanor marijuana possession. 12/3/2010 
kxan.com.

"There have always been cats at McSorley's, and there 
always will," MATTIE MAHER, owner of McSorley's Old 
Ale House in New York City. 53 -year-old Cheryl Sible of New 
Jersey says she was attacked by a cat at the Irish tavern in 
October 2009. Maher claims cats are only allowed in the bar 
after business hours end. 12/6/2010 lrishcentral.com.

"They were so anti-Obama that they just pushed 
one button. I said they couldn't spell R.G., so they 
just spelled R." Angelina County Justice of the Peace 
R.G. BOWERS. The judge was referring to his loss in last 
month's election. Bowers accuses his former constituents 
of disliking President Obama so much they voted straight 
Republican tickets in order to enact some change.
12/6/2010 Houston Chronicle.

"He basically misdialed the number. He thought he was 
dialing a number of an associate of his that he knows 
likes to smoke marijuana and hash.... I guess, drug 
dealers beware. You never know who you're texting,"
Waukesha County, Wl police Sgt. NATE CLARKE. The 
sergeant was referring to an arrest he made Sunday night 
as a result of a former colleague's tip. Apparently the 
tipster's ten-year-old grandson had received a text message 
from an unknown number asking if he 'wanted to buy some 
hash.' 12/6/2010 Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.

"The United States came in 23rd or 24th in most 
subjects. We can quibble, or we can face the brutal 
truth that we're being out-educated."Secretary of 
Education ARNE DUNCAN. He was referring to the recent 
standardized test results from schools in Shanghai, China. 
The test was administered by a Paris based firm and is 
taken by 15-year-old students in major industrial powers all 
over the world. This was the first time China participated in 
the test. 12/7/2010 New York Times.

Over the weekend, I got to have some girl time 
with a seven- and eight-year-old that I nanny for. 
While we were lying on the carpet coloring, I 
started asking the girls some questions. I wanted to 
remember what it was like to be their age. Do boys 
still have cooties? Are they into Barbies?

I was informed that boys are still gross and 
Barbie is lame. Justin Bieber sounds like a girl.
Also, Robert Pattinson is not a hot item.

Apparently, I had no idea what it was like to be 
a seven-year-old girl anymore.

But then, the girls had some questions of their 
own. They started off innocent enough.

“How many kids do you have?” Hadley asked.
“Are you married?” Sarah asked.
The answer to these types of questions a girl 

familiarizes herself with in her early twenties. Why? 
Because it seems to be what most people want to 
know in the first ten minutes of meeting you.

“Are you married?”
“How many kids do you have?”
Unfortunately, the girls did not stop there. 

Having figured out that I am 28, have no children, 
and am not married the girls wanted to know: why? 
Why was I not already married with children? Did 
I plan on getting married or having children?

Suddenly, I found myself justifying my life 
choices to a seven-and an eight-year-old.

The pressure placed on women to get married 
and have kids feels out-of-date to me.

Yet, I participate in the charade. I continue to 
date. I even date men who I would not typically 
date, just for the sake of being able to say, “I am 
dating so-and-so.” I also feel the need to explain 
that I am in still in school. I work. I am just 
generally busy.

None of which seemed to be good enough to 
Sarah and Hadley to explain why I am not married 
and why I do not have any children. Not to 
mention anyone else I give those explanations to.

I even find myself asking friends when they plan 
on marrying long-term boyfriends. Sometimes, it 
may just be small talk or friendly banter, but it is 
still implying that the only logical next step in life 
is marriage.

Where does this enormous pressure originate 
from and why do we continue to promote it? 
Generation after generation lived with the idea that 
the natural progression of life was to grow up, get 
married, have children, and live happily ever after. 
Happily married couples also spend much of 
their time converting the single. They insist on 
introducing you to other single “potentials.”
They will set you up on dates and always provide 
relationship advice.

All of this is great. I appreciate the devotion to 
marriage from past generations. I even appreciate 
the help.

However, I have no expiration date. So, why 
should I rush?

For now, I am happy being 28, childless and 
single. My schedule is not arranged around anyone 
else. I do not need to check in with anyone before 
doing or buying something. I do not have to clean 
up after anyone but myself.

I am sure one day I will get married and have 
children. For now, I will continue to smile at 
people when they ask about my marital status 
and look at me with astonishment when I answer 
single.

I will also be gracious when explaining that I do 
not have children of my own. However, I have 20 
that do not belong to me and I get to send them 
home at the end of the day.

There should be no pressure to choose the 
person you are going to spend the rest of your life 
with. It is like going to the grocery store when you 
are hungry - you never make good choices.

•»
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Downtown holiday gift giving guide:

Annie’s- Bucky Balls are super powerful mini 
magnets, made for building and creating designs. 
Bucky Balls are surprisingly fun for everyone old 
enough not to swallow them. Sets start around $30.

Cherry Republic- Select from a variety of affordable gift options, including chocolate covered 
cherries, an 8 oz. bag for $7.95, or a “Cherry Wonder Bar” for $4.95.

Green Island- Located on Union Street, Green Island has an assortment of fine soaps and bath 
goods, including fizzing bath bombs for $8.

Candle Factory- A great place to pick up a few easy, thoughtful gifts. Specialty Holiday Candles 
are available starting at around $8.

Sound it Out Records- Located on Union Street, this little shop is a great stop for the music lover. 
They offer everything from CDs, cassettes and LPs to music, Clothing and merchandise.

D.O.G Bakery- The perfect place to look if shopping for a pet or pet lover. They sell christmas 
shaped and decorated treats starting at $.75.

^ouatyon $
Our Movie Goers Special 

Makes a Great Holiday Gift
A great gift for employees, staff, 
bosses, colleagues and friends!

Movie Goers Special includes:
• 2 Entrees up to a
• 2 Choices of Potato $50 value*
• 2 Soft Drinks
• 2 Movie Ticket Vouchers**

*Specialty dishes included for a nominal charge

**Movie ticket vouchers good for full admission price 
at Grand Traverse Mall Cinemas,

Horizon Cinemas and the State Theatre downtown

(231)935-4441
located across from the movie theater Inside Grand Traverse Mall

DU students: Shontea, Matt. Elona, Donna, Alyssa and Mike.

TRANSFERRING CAN BE EASY.
Take the next steps toward earning a bachelor’s degree.

• Transfer scholarships up to $4,000 annually.

• Transfer plans allow for easy transitions.

• Small class sizes averaging 15 students.

• Campus in Traverse City and online.

To create a personal transfer plan with an admissions 
representative, please call 1-800-686-1600. Sign up for a 
personal transfer web page at www.davenport.edu/vip.
Or visit www.davenport.edu/transfer for more information.

BUSINESS I TECHNOLOGY | HEALTH
www. davenport ,edu 1-800-686-1600

Davenport
UNIVERSITY

Ellas Boutique- Ellas offers a great combination of vintage and modern fashions, 
perfect for the unique dresser on anyone’s holiday shopping list.
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Horizon Books- “Understanding Black 
Bears,” Richard Smith.The book is a study 
in bear behavior, also describing what to 
do if encountering a black bear in the 
woods. According to Smith, the book is 
not just for hunters, but also for campers, 
hikers, etc. $20.

Arnica- Gourmet carmel apples made with 
Granny Smith apples, dipped in a rich caramel, 
toasted pecans, white and dark belgium 
chocolate sold in two packs for $18.95.

TRAVERSE CITY 2200 Dendrinos Drive, Suite 104

%
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Game buyers' guide
Wii: Kirby’s Epic Yam
This is an ingenious reboot of the classic series, with a unique twist. “Kirby’s Epic Yarn” has a co-op
mode so you can play with a buddy, as well as a plethora of interesting and aesthetically pleasing levels.

Donkey Kong Country Returns
Coming to us from Retro Studios, famous for the Metroid Prime series. These Nintendo fanboys can make a killer 
Donkey Kong Country game. Every bit of this game feels like an original to the series. Super fun and co-op mode 
makes this fan for everyone.

Epic Mickey
Coming from legendary game director Warren Spector, (“Dues Ex”), “Epic Mickey” is one unique game. It is
structured like the games of the old days where players have a choice in how they complete the game. Not just
moral choices but which way and how they play it changes how the game turns out in the end. The ability to add
or remove elements of the environment creates a one of a kind experience.

Xbox 360:Mass Effect 2—The Lair of the Shadow
The “Mass Effect” saga continues! This extra DLC pack is definitely worth your time. The pack follows Shepard 
helping out Liara T’Soni, a member of Shepard’s old team. Liara is on the hunt for the Shadow Broker. No one has 
ever actually seen the Shadow Broker in person, and to go after him is a thrilling chase.

Halo Reach
All the cool kids are doing it. Seriously, everybody is playing this on Xbox Live. With the release of the new map
pack, it’ll be even more of a blast to play online. An epic story and some cool characters make for the best Halo
experience. This is Bungie’s last hurrah with the series, and it goes out with a huge bang!

Death Spank
“Death Spank” is a comedic action adventure dungeon crawl “Diablo” knock-off that is a lot of fan. Easy, fun, 
hilarious and addicting—definitely go and get this one on the Xbox Live Arcade.

PlayStation 3: God of War III
Finally you can beat the ever-loving snot out of the gods of Olympus for what they did to poor old Kratos. “God
of War III” is filled with beautiful graphics and the same solid gameplay, but with a few new twists to make
things interesting. With colossal boss battles and brutal combat, “God of War III” is a great addition to any
respectable PS3 owner’s library.

Little Big Planet
If you are an owner of a PS3 and do not own this game, be ashamed! This game 
is a must own for the console. It is an incredibly charming game with simple, fun 
game mechanics. With four-player support, everybody can gather ‘round the PS3 
and have a grand old time.

Sly collection
All of the classic games on one disc and remastered for HD. The “Sly Cooper” 
collection belongs on your Christmas list and in your library for sure. Same great 
games, shiny new graphics.

Multi-Platform: Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit
This game comes to us from Criterion Studios, who brought us the “Burnout” 
series. This game is a throwback to the hot pursuit games of old and is a ton 
of fun. The best part of this game is the multiplayer, which has the hot pursuit 
mode. Spike strips, roadblocks, EMPs, helicopters and impossibly fast cars 
combine to make one heck of an online experience. WARNING: you must 
purchase this game new, so as you can get the online pass code for online 
multiplayer, rather than spend an extra ten dollars to have it.

Rock Band 3
Even if you can’t get ahold of the piano and “pro” instruments, rock band 3 is a 
good time. The song selection is the best of the three, and is also compatible with 
the songs that you downloaded from the “Rock Band” music store. If you only 
need two reasons to get this game it would be these: “Bohemian Rhapsody” by 
Queen and “Free Bird” by Lynyrd Skynyrd.

Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood
Continue the story of Ezio Auditore and dive deeper into the lore of “Assassins 
Creed.” “Brotherhood’s” gameplay is made even more fluid with improved free- 
running and combat mechanics. The new multiplayer aspect is also an interesting 
but welcome addition to the series.

what am I going to do? what should I tell
him? how do I get medical care? can I

stay in school ? should I keep my baby? 
what about adoption?

Child & Family Services
of Northwestern Michigan

Strengthening the Fabric of the Family Since 1937
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U.S. cables give grim snapshot of Mexico drug war

The fuel of Mexico’s deadly gang wars
While Mexico has long been a major source of cocaine and marijuana, officials have seen increases in the 
amount of methamphetamine and other drugs heading nprth and estimates on production are growing.

Mexican states where marijuana 
and opium poppy are grown

Chihuahua, 
Durango and 
Sinaloa are the 
primary 
growing states

Gulf of
Pacific
Ocean

Michoacan

Jalisco

Source; U.S. State Department
Graphic: Chicago Tribune NOTE: 2009 figures are through November

Jalisco and Michoacan 
are the primary 
methamphetamine sources

Mexican drug seizures (in pounds) 
Cocaine Marijuana
In thousands In millions

I TIM JOHNSON
McClatchy Newspapers (MCT)

MEXICO CITY - As snapshots of Mexico’s drug war, the U.S. diplomatic cables leaked 
by the whistleblower website WikiLeaks over the past few days offer surprising, and 
sometimes grim, images:

Mexico’s “risk-averse” army turns a blind eye to U.S. intelligence tips on how to take 
down drug lords, preferring to do nothing rather than make errors.
A senior Mexican official frets about “losing” territory to drug cartels.

Drug syndicates are gunning for the contacts and sources of U.S. counter-drug and 
FBI agents, killing 61 of them in a little over two years.

While only a handful of the estimated 2,600 or so U.S. diplomatic cables dealing with 
Mexico have been made public, already a bleak rendering is emerging of U.S. views on 
efforts to combat major drug cartels wracking Mexico, particularly along the U.S. border.

The language of the cables is often bureaucratic yet laden with the emotion of U.S. 
diplomats eager to help Mexican counterparts make headway in the drug war.
Some of the bluntest language came in a cable from U.S. Ambassador Carlos Pascual, 
who wrote to the State Department on Nov. 9, 2009, “Mexico’s use of strategic and 
tactical intelligence is often fractured, ad hoc, and heavily reliant on the United States for 
leads and operations.”

Pascual, a Cuban-American, bemoaned that turf wars and “entrenched mistrust” hampered 
cooperation between Mexico’s numerous security agencies.
The rival agencies, he wrote, “would rather hoard intelligence than allow a rival agency to succeed.”

Such criticism sparked an outcry in Mexico, and on Friday Pascual issued a 
statement that said in part: “Cable reports do not represent U.S. policy. They are often 
impressionistic snapshots of a moment in time. But like some snapshots, they can be out 
of focus or unflattering.”

Mexico’s national security spokesman, Alejandro Poire, also convoked the media 
to decry the leaked cables as presenting “a biased, inexact and out-of-context view.” He 
singled out one leaked cable, dating from Oct. 5, 2009, which reported to Washington 
on a dinner that Mexican security and judicial officials offered for a visiting U.S. Justice 
Department dignitary.

At the dinner, the cable said, Mexico’s then-under secretary for governance, 
Geronimo Gutierrez Fernandez, remarked on the urgency that was felt to achieve results 
before the end of the Calderon administration in 2012.

“We have 18 months,” the cable quoted Gutierrez as saying, “and if we do not 
produce a tangible success that is recognizable to the Mexican people, it will be difficult 
to sustain the confrontation into the next administration.”

Gutierrez went to lament the “pervasive, debilitating fear” across Mexico because of

the drug war, even in areas of the Yucatan Peninsula largely unaffected by violence. The 
cable added: “He expressed a real concern with ‘losing’ certain regions.”

Piqued by that image, Poire declared Friday that the government “is plainly effective 
and in control of the territory.”

The frustration that U.S. diplomats appear to feel about Mexico’s army, which is 
widely deployed in the drug war, is matched by the praise they offer to the navy, which is 
under separate command. One cable, written after the slaying of a drug kingpin in late 
2009, wrapped up both sentiments.

“Mexican Navy forces acting on U.S. information,” it began, “killed Arturo Beltran 
Leyva in an operation on Dec. 16, the highest-level takedown of a cartel figure under the 
Calderon administration.”

The cable, marked “secret” and signed by Ambassador Pascual, said the naval unit 
that killed Beltran Leyva after following him for a week had “received extensive U.S. 
training.” The U.S. Northern Command, headquartered in Colorado Springs, it said, 
offered the training.

The Mexican navy “has shown itself capable of responding quickly to actionable 
intelligence. Its success puts the army ... in the difficult position of explaining why it 
has been reluctant to act on good intelligence and conduct operations against high-level 
targets,” the cable said.

It added that the intelligence lead was first passed to the Mexican army, “whose 
refusal to move quickly reflected a risk aversion that cost the institution a major 
counternarcotics victory.”

Another cable, dating from early 2009, well before cartel gunmen began targeting 
U.S. government employees, analyzed how long U.S. officials would remain safe, noting 
that gunmen “have shown little reticence about going after some of our most reliable 
partners in Mexican law enforcement agencies.”

“Ten close DEA (Drug Enforcement Administration) law enforcement liaison 
officers have been killed since 2007, seven of whom were members of Special Vetted 
Units. Similarly, within the past two years 51 close FBI contacts have been murdered,” 
the cable said.

A little more than a year later, on March 13, gunmen in Ciudad Juarez across 
from El Paso, Texas, executed an American who worked at the U.S. consulate and 
her American husband, as well as a Mexican employee of the consulate, as they left a 
children’s party in separate vehicles. Whether the victims were targeted as U.S. diplomats 
remains unclear.
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Apple’s iPad tablet has been the driving force behind its 
stock price surge from $80/share to $320.

I must admit: I never thought the iPad would catch 
on, but I was wrong. They’re sleek, sexy, fun to use and 
functional, taking the place of laptop computers. Paper- 
thin, they can run software applications but also connect 
to the Internet wherever you have cell phone coverage.

; , TECHNO
I f BABBLE

J® a TOM AUCH
I■.^i l f| Press Staff Columnist

With the huge success of the iPad, which starts at $499 
and comes with a 9.7-inch screen, weighs 1.5 pounds 
and offers up to 10 hours of Wi-Fi Web surfing, video 
watching and music playing, it’s not surprising to see 
other tech giants try to grab their share of the pie.

The Apple iPad alone sold 3.3 million in its first 
quarter. Selling at a rate of approximately 4.5 million 
units per quarter, the iPad has now earned the prestigious 
title of the fastest selling electronics device of all time.
But it has its drawbacks.

The iPad has no camera! How can they call this the 
next generation gadget without a capture device? Only 
one application can run at the same time (no music while 
surfing the web). There is no VoIP or calling service. 
Obviously, this would cut into their iPhone market, but 
you can’t even use Skype or Vonage— it’s a data only tablet.

Another drawback of the iPad is no HDMI or USB

The Apple killer
jack. How do you transfer data without a USB or CD 
drive? There is no Flash compatibility. When you visit 
some flash websites, you’ll get an error message Or a bland 
html version—no thanks.

Another limitation is the storage. Coming in 16 GB,
32 GB and 64 GB, it pales in comparison to my laptop 
with 500 GB and there is NO WAY to expand it. Throw 
in an unprotected screen, which leads me to ponder?
What else is out there?

Up to twenty Android (Google’s OS) alternatives from 
the likes of Acer, Asus, Dell and Samsung are releasing 
tablets into the market. From more accessible pricing to 
a camera option, to something as simple as a USB port. 
But so far the latest news on these new tablets has been 
disappointing. The hardware and software on them lacks the 
iPad’s integration and the pricing just isn’t aggressive enough.

Surprisingly, Microsoft hasn’t come to the market 
with a viable product yet. Microsoft says a tablet will 
be unveiled during the holiday season. It’s clear that 
Microsoft, the operating system giant, is gearing up 
for a tablet push, which will run on its own Windows 
operating system. But Windows 7.0 has stymied tablet 
developers so far, to the point of news leaking that they 
may have to wait until the next version of Windows is 
released.

The other major operating system besides Apple, 
Android and Windows would be the BlackBerry.

The greatest threat to the Apple giant will probably 
come from Research in Motion (RIM), maker of the 
Blackberry device, which owns a commanding 40percent 
of the Smartphone market.

Initially the BlackBerry will be attractive to current

BlackBerry phone owners, which comprise many business 
and corporate customers because of its high-security 
features.

Called the BlackBerry PlayBook, in early side-by-side 
tests with the iPad, it did quite well.

Weighing in with a smaller seven-inch display, the 
PlayBook is ultra thin, ultra mobile and supports full 
flash 10.1 from Adobe. A multimedia heavyweight, it 
has cameras on both sides, and support for full 1080 HD 
out, through an HDMI jack that plays anything, even 
PowerPoint files.

That could open a lot of doors for students and 
faculty (as well as business people) that want to make 
presentations, play videos, and stream live web pages right 
through their overhead projectors or into their big LCD 
TV. Enterprise ready and highly secure, the pricing will 
start in the $500 range.

There’s no doubt that the Playbook will face an uphill 
battle as it comes in without the huge app market that 
the Droid or Apple stores offer but just like anything, 
competition is going make
better products all around.

Have a great techno
holiday

Cutting corners chicken pot pie
TASTE OF 
HOME

■
 JEANETTE HAGBERG

Press Staff Columnist

The phrase “easy as pie” is a straight up lie. 
There is not one easy thing about a pie crust— 
not one! That is why I have developed this recipe 
that cuts a few corners from the pie making. 
Now, do not take this the wrong way; pie made 
all the way from scratch is awesome, but making 
it is not as awesome when you only have a 
limited time between classes.

I was inspired by my mom’s chicken casserole 
recipe as well as the mysterious extra biscuit 
dough in my refrigerator. Frozen vegetables 
work for this recipe when fresh produce is not 
as available (like in the winter). You can use 
whichever vegetables you like. I just grabbed a 
bag of veggies designed to make soup.

2 chicken breasts ($1.96)
1/3 cup flour ($.03)
1/3 cup butter ($0.42)
1/4 cup milk ($.04)
2 cups chicken stock ($2.00)
1 lb of vegetables ($1.50)
1 tube of biscuit dough ($1.50)

In a medium pot boil water. Add chicken and 
cover, cooking for 15 minutes. Pull the cooked 
chicken apart with a fork or cut into cubes.

Over medium heat, melt the butter and then 
slowly whisk in the flour. Cook for 3 minutes, 
stirring constantly to make sure all the lumps are 
out. Reduce heat to medium-low and add the 
milk and chicken stock. Add vegetables and cook 
until sauce is thick.

Place the chicken in a deep dish pie plate and 
pour the vegetable and broth mixture over the 
top.

Add a layer of biscuits to the top. Bake at 375 
degrees for 15 minutes or until biscuits are brown.
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Need something to do over the break? Look no further!
I TYLER MARTIN

Press Staff Writer

Here is a list of movies that we recommend you see.
You’re bound to find one movie in our list that is just right for 
you!

“Black Swan”—December 3
Natalie Portman stars as Nina, a ballerina 

who works for a dance company in New 
York. She lives with her obsessive mother, 
Erica (Barbara Hershey), who controls 
Nina completely. Erica makes Nina guilty 
by reminding her that because she was 
pregnant with Nina she had to give up her

life. Nina feels that she has to go and do what Erica couldn’t.
When diretor Thomas Leroy (Vincent Cassel) replaces 

his main dancer Beth Macintyre (Winona Ryder) with 
Nina for the upcoming Swan Lake, competition rises. Lily 
(Mila Kunis) wants the role as well.

The role requires Nina to be the White Swan and the 
Black Swan. Nina is an amazing White Swan because 
of goodness she possesses, but the Black Swan 
requires seduction and other dark features that Lily 
has down perfectly.

As the rivalry continues, competition for the role 
becomes more intense. Nina begins exploring her dark 
side, which leads her down a self-destructive path.

Director Darren Aaronofsky is great at portraying 
people who are on a self-destructive path. There is buzz 
that Natalie Portman could get an Oscar nomination for 
best female lead for her performance in this film. Critics 
are saying that this is possibly the best film of the year. 
Rated R for strong sexual content, disturbing violent 
images, language and some drug use.

“The Fighter”—December 10
Mark Wahlberg and Christian Bale 

star in Paramount’s new film about the 
incredible true story of Massachusetts- 
born, “Irish” Mickey Ward. Christian Bale 
plays Mickey’s Brother Dicky, a washed 
up professional boxer that fell through the 
cracks because of drugs and crime.

In order to overcome past defeats and prepare himself for 
A tide run, Mickey calls on his brother to train him. Some 
big reasons why you should see this movie are 1.) It’s an 
inspiring true story, 2.) This film stars two very talented leads.

“The Fighter” is perfect for the people who like 
“Rocky” or any great underdog story. The anticipation for 
this film has been building for the past couple of months 
and I don’t think it will disappoint. Rated R for language 
throughout, drug content, some violence and sexuality.

“The Tourist”—December 10
Average American tourist Frank (Johnny 

Depp) meets Elise (Angelina Jolie) a 
mysterious beauty who drags him into a 
dangerous world of intrigue and espionage. 
While Frank and Elise run away from the 
authorities, their romance starts to grow.

Depp often plays a character who
knows what he is doing and has some form of skills that 
involve fighting. However seeing Depp in a film that 
involves him as tourist with no certain expertise feels like 
he is going out of his element in order to play this role. 
This reminds us how good of an actor he is. This is a 
thriller, but it is also a romantic film as well. It is definitely 
worth checking out on the big screen over the holidays. 
Rated PG-13 for violence and brief strong language.

“TRON: Legacy”—December 17
This film is sequel to the 1982 film 

“TRON” starring Jeff Bridges who 
plays Kevin Flynn. In this film, Kevin’s 
27-year-old son Sam Flynn looks into 
the disappearance of his father. He then 
finds himself plunged into the world 
of fierce competition and dangerous

programs that his father has been living in for the past 20 
years. This film looks like it is turning out to be a great 
sequel to an incredible original science fiction epic.

First-time director Joseph Kosinski is doing what 
most directors fail to do with a project that is part 
of something that happened years ago. Respecting 
the material of the original and trying to expand the 
mythology and the world that the original first laid 
ground to years ago.

The visuals look amazing, especially the CGI done to 
make the young Jeff Bridges come back to life and face off 
the present Jeff Bridges. This film might just make up for 
the majority of lackluster films viewers had to deal with 
throughout the entire summer. Rated PG for sequences of 
sci-fi action violence and brief mild language.

“True Grit”—December 22 '
After the murder of her father by the 

hand ofTom Cheney (Josh Brolin), 14-year- 
old Mattie Ross (played by newcomer,
Hailee Steinfeld) sets out to find Cheney. 
Before doing that however, she looks for 
the aid from the toughest U.S. Marshal she 
knows, Reuben J. “Rooster” Cogburn.

However Cogburn is a drunken slough, so she 
decides to ride along with Cogburn to keep him in check 
and make sure that things stay on track. While on their 
journey they are joined by Texas Ranger La Beouf (Matt 
Damon), who wants Cheney for his own purposes. While 
on their manhunt they are tested on their own true grit. 
Jeff Bridges might be up again for another nomination 
for best male lead performance because he has got John 
Wayne’s performance down to a tee from the original.

The Coen Brothers direct this remake, but they 
portray it closer to the novel rather than the original 
film so that brings new story angles. A good Western 
doesn’t come around that often and this could help 
revitalize the genre. Rated PG-13 for some intense 
sequences of western violence including disturbing images.

“Gulliver’s Travels”—December 22
Jack Black stars in the 20th Century

Fox adaptation of Jonathan Swift’s epic 
tale “Gulliver’s Travels.” This take on the 
timeless tale revolves around a shipwrecked 
journalist (Jack Black) who discovers an 
island in the heart of the Bermuda Triangle 
where he is the biggest occupant in 
comparison to its tiny inhabitants.

This film boasts some great actors. Besides Black other 
stars include Jason Segel, Emily Blunt and Amanda Peet. 
With this funny and talented cast and Swift’s amazing 
story I’m sure this film will be a homerun. This will be 
a fun movie to take the kids to over the break because 
I’m you will both be entertained. Rated PG for brief rude 
humor, mild language and action.

“The Green Hornet”—January 14
L.A. s most powerful media magnate 

realizes his true calling as a crime-fighting 
vigilante after his father perishes under 
suspicious circumstances in this big-screen 
adaptation of the popular radio serial, 
comic book, film, and television series 
originated by “Lone Ranger” creators Fran

Striker and George W. Trendle.
James Reid (Tom Wilkinson, “The Ghost Writer”) 

single-handedly built a media empire, but unfortunately 
his irresponsible son Britt (Seth Rogen, “Funny People”) 
doesn’t care what his father has created. It’s not until after 
his father’s death is when Britt realizes what his father 
has created for him. Shortly after Britt learns that he 
has inherited the family business, he forges an unlikely 
alliance with one of his father’s most prestigious employee 
Kato (Jay Chou, “Curse of the Golden Flower”) Together 
the pair hatches a plan to pose as villains in order to get 
close to the city’s most high-powered criminals.
The masked duo start roaming the streets as The Green 
Hornet and Kato.

As their popularity begins to rise, Britt’s resourceful 
secretary, Lenore Case (Cameron Diaz), helps them to 
gather intelligence on the notorious underworld kingpin 
Benjamin Chudnofsky (Christoph Waltz, “Inglorious 
Basterds”), a criminal who practically runs the city, and 
represents everything that Britt’s father fought against. 
Seth Rogen wrote “The Green Hornet” along with the 
creators of the “Lone Ranger” and the original creators of 
the TV show. This film is shaping up to be a great start for 
2011. This film is not yet rated.

“How Do You Know”—December 17
Feeling a bit past her prime at the age of 27, Lisa 

Jorgenson (Reese Witherspoon) finds herself in the middle 
of a love triangle, as a corporate guy in crisis, George (Paul 
Rudd), competes with Lisa’s current, baseball-playing 
boyfriend, Matty (Owen Wilson). This seems like a 
romantic comedy that is genuine. A great reason to check 
this film out is because of the great talent involved in it, 
Witherspoon, Rudd, Wilson and Jack Nicholson. I would 
definitely check this out with a date during your downtime. 
Rated PG-13 for sexual content and some strong language (on 
appeal/re-edit); originally rated R for some language.

“Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of 
the DawnTreader”—December 10

Upon returning to Narnia to join 
Prince Caspian on a voyage on the 
majestic royal vessel known as the 
Dawn Treader, Lucy, Edmund, and 
their cousin Eustace encounter merfolk, 
dragons, dwarves, and a wandering 
band of lost warriors. As the edge of the

world draws near, their remarkable adventure at sea sails 
toward an exciting, yet uncertain, conclusion.

The characters feel genuine and the actors have remained 
the same since the beginning. This franchise seems to be 
older with the audience as the films go by. This film is going 
to be one of the better films this winter. It’s a great film to go 
see with the family or for the fans of the books. Rated PG foi 
some frightening images and sequences of fantasy action.

*
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Black Eyed Peas hit again

■ ELLIE WARES
Press Staff Writer
The Black Eyed Peas latest effort, “The Beginning,” pays 

homage to the 80s with electro-funk club beats guaranteed to heat 
up any dance floor. The disco-infused sound invokes a feel not 
dissimilar to the works of Prince’s “Parade.”

The album could be deemed a continuation of their 11 million
selling 2009 album, “The E.N.D.”

The group has delivered more pop hits than just about any 
other artist of the past decade. “My Humps,” “Let’s Get it Started,” 
“I Got a Feeling,” and “Boom Boom Pow” are just some of the 
club-banging anthems that were everywhere, blasting at any event 
involving large numbers of people. Back in the 90s, the group was a 
struggling West Coast hip-hop act. They were remade in 2003 when 
singer Fergie (Stacy Ferguson) joined the trio.

In comparison with some of the other sing-alongs the group has 
produced, “The Beginning” may be their most hook-deprived CD.
It relies heavily on lyrical repetition and rhythmic beats, which, loses 
its intrigue quickly.

On the first track, “The Time (Dirty Bit),” the group borrows 
the chorus from a duet performed in “Dirty Dancing.” Without 
the hijacked lyrics, the song isn’t much more than a generic rhythm 
track. This upbeat club tune borders on being trashy, which is 
exemplified in the following lyrics: “Mirror, mirror on the wall/ 
Who’s the baddest of them all/ It’s gotta be the apl/ I’m the mack 
daddy, y’all.”

On a higher note, the tongue-in-cheek “Fashion beats,” 
however, is just the right mix of club thumper and classic disco. The 
song features Fergie doing a dead-on Deborah Harry impression. 
The group has earned a reputation for being one of the most 
versatile acts in pop music today, the album sermonizes about the 
NOW generation, and the power of change and hope.

Will.i.am displays his support by the suggestion of people 
joining together on the dance floor. “I’ll pledge my allegiance to 
rhythm and sound,” he sings on “Play It Loud.” However, the group 
has done little to disassociate themselves from being seen as more 
than just hit-makers. Clearly, it is the production behind the 
music and not the lyrics that has caused the group to develop such 
a following.

Ironically, on “Don’t Stop The Party,” Will.i.am declares “This 
is that original I There is no identical.” This is an ironic claim for 
the Peas to make considering all the influences they drew from. The 
more original works, like “Do It Like This” and pulsating “The Best 
One Yet (The Boy)” are decent enough dance tracks, though Fergie’s 
vocals on “Just Can’t Get Enough” leave you wondering why they 
did not use her more on this album.

Though the album pays tribute to many of the great works 
of the 80s, it sometimes invokes the cheesy dance pop that should 
be left behind in the era of big hair. However, the album is full of 
catchy tunes you won’t be able to get out of your head.

The King of Pop Returns

■
 MEGHAN GOULDER

Press Staff Writer
In the year and half since the passing of the “King of Pop” Michael Jackson there has been much 

anticipation and controversy over his new posthumous album “Michael,” due out on Dec. 14. 
“Michael” draws from unreleased recorded material Jackson was working on from 2007 up to his death 
in 2009.

Most of the material ranges from fully finished songs such as “Hold My Hand,” a duet with Akon 
that has a sizzling reggae arrangement with an a cappella base. Jackson also has other collaborations in 
other songs like 50 Cent’s “Monster” and Lenny Kravitz’s “I Can’t Make It Another Day” which has a 
killer groove with a vintage-rock vibe.

The seven other songs on the album have some rough vocal, but the song Hollywood Tonight has a 
powerful techno hip-hop dance beat. One can really feel the force behind the song and it truly brings 
back memories of Michael at his best. Still despite the high anticipation for the album there have been 
rumblings of controversy, accusations that it does not even feature Michael’s own voice. Members of his 
own family said that it sounded nothing like Michael, and that it is someone using computer trickery. 
However the record label releasing the album, Sony BMG, that has a $250 million deal over the next 
seven years with the Jackson estate, has said that all possible tests have been carried out to ensure the 
authenticity of the voice and that it is 100 percent Michael Jackson.

There are also those who claim that it is disrespectful to be putting out an album without having 
Michael’s blessing because he was such a perfectionist, and always had a specific vision for each album. 
Jackson’s belief as an artist was that everything he did should be timeless and “The Best.”

On the other had the opinion on the idea of this album, is that “Michael” is a celebration of an artist 
who was taken from this world much too soon. Nothing made Jackson happier than knowing that people 
were getting enjoyment out of his music. Even if Michael were still alive, the hype and anticipation for 
a new album would be exciting because the last album he released with all new material was nine years 
ago. “Michael” is favored to take the top title spot as the number one selling album this Christmas due to 
huge pre-order sales. “Michael” is truly a wonderful album that will keep his music alive for all of us.

s
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Rent it or Forget it
“Inception staring Leonardo DiCaprio 

now out on DVD

In the
film “Inception,” acclaimed 
filmmaker Christopher Nolan 
(“The Dark Knight”) brings to 
life a sci-fi dream heist thriller 
that involves the exploration 
of the concepts through the 
realm of dreams.

The best way to describe 
this film is by saying that it is a 
dream within a dream within a 
dream.

In the film, Leonardo 
DiCaprio plays Dom Cobb, 
a skilled thief, who is the 
absolute best at stealing 
valuable secrets from 
his clients’ minds during their 
dream state when their minds 
are at the most vulnerable.

Cobb’s rare ability has 
made him a coveted player 
in industrial espionage, but 
it has also made him an

international fugitive and cost him everything he has ever cared about. Cobb is 
offered a second chance at redemption if he can truly do the impossible, a perfect 
inception.

Cobb and his team of specialists, Arthur Joseph (Gordon-Levitt, “500 Days of 
Summer”), architecture student Ariadne (Ellen Page, “Whip It”), chemist Yusuf 
(Dileep Rao, “Avatar”) and forger Eames (Tom Hardy) begin to focus on the task 
at hand.

But the task that has been put forth is not to steal an idea, but to plant one. No 
amount of careful planning or expertise can prepare Cobb and his team for the 
dangerous enemy that seems to predict their every move.

You will not be let down in the slightest by “Inception” because it is an original 
and creative film. The directing, acting, and cinematography will blow you away.

PG-13 for sequences of violence and action throughout.

Game Review
Epic Mickey- A one of a kind experience

scon PELL
A&E Online Producer , Wit

-. .

epic Mickey
Legendary game designer, Warren 

Spector, who is famous for the games 
“Wing Commander” and “Deus Ex,” 
brings us “Epic Mickey,” “Epic Mickey” 
is one of the most unique titles you will see 
this year, and it belongs in your Wii library.

“Epic Mickey” is all about the 
most famous mouse in entertainment 
history. Mickey finds himself beckoned 
by his mirror, which turns out to be 
a portal to another dimension. While 
in this dimension, he finds a sorcerer 
working on a project.
The mischievous mouse decides to try 
his hand once the sorcerer leaves. Mickey 
ends up creating a huge mess and nearly 
destroying the world that the sorcerer 
was creating. Mickey escapes back to
his own dimension and from the disaster he created. Many years pass and the disaster 
comes to find Mickey. A monster that Mickey inadvertently created drags him into 
the alternate dimension. Mickey finds himself in a world filled with forgotten Disney 
characters, one of which being Oswald the lucky rabbit. Oswald runs this world in 
which Mickey is trapped. Oswald is angry with Mickey for shoving him out of the 
spotlight and .becoming the face of Disney. Mickey has to find a way get back home 
and dodge the perils of this twisted mess that is the world of “Epic Mickey.”

The gameplay of “Epic Mickey” is all about the use of either paint or thinner. The 
world has elements that are cartoon, and can be manipulated with’Mickey’s brush.
The brush can shoot out either paint or thinner. Paint adds in elements, while thinner 
takes it away from the environment. Using either will affect the opinions of characters 
around the world of Mickey. Doing quests will change views on Mickey as well.

“Epic Mickey” has lots of things to do. Side quests abound, all of which will effect 
one or another. Some will change whether or not you fight a boss, or how you get 
around in the world. Exploring will also find allies that can complete things for you, 
or aid in taking out some bad guys or obstacles.

There is a lot of jumping around in “Epic Mickey.” This is one of the main 
elements in the gameplay, and it is also the weakest. Mickey often flip-flops on 
whether or not he wants to grab onto the ledge, which he is trying to reach. The 
camera angles are a bit finicky, which doesn’t help matters much. The camera is 
controlled with the directional pad on the Wii remote control. The directional pad 
pans the camera in a slow-as-molasses speed, and it often doesn’t provide the most 
optimal angle for jumping around. It is frustrating to maneuver the camera in close- 
quarter environments.

The world of “Epic Mickey” is based around Disney World’s Magic Kingdom, 
but everything has been twisted and mangled by a thinner disaster that Mickey created 
all those years ago. Main Street, Adventure Land, Tomorrow Land, the Haunted 
Mansion, and others have all been affected by the disaster, creating a rather creepy and 
off-putting environment. If you’ve been to Disney World before, and remember it, 
you’ll find all the levels to be hauntingly familiar. The environments are twisted and 
dark, both figuratively and literally. I had to'adjust the brightness on my TV, because 
there was no adjuster in game.

The presentation of “Epic Mickey” feels uniquely Disney. The team of “Epic 
Mickey” was allowed access to the Disney archives, so that they could find all of the 
old characters from cartoons past. They also have clips, which are scattered about 
portals that take Mickey from level to level. Each portal is based on a classic Disney 
cartoon from way back when.

“Epic Mickey” does have its flaws, but one can over look them given the one of a 
kind experience that the game offers. Be sure to pick this one up.

A
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Calendar
The Student Government Association Food Drive continues. 
Bring in your donations and help out those in need this holiday 
season. Drop off locations have been spread throughout campus. 
Please help give to those in need.

“Murder in the House of Horrors,” An NMC theatre production, 
will be presented on Friday, Dec. 10, at 7 p.m., Saturday Dec 11 at 
2 p.m and 7 p.m. and Sunday Dec. 12 at 2 p.m in Scholars Hall, 
Room 217. Tickets are available at the door.

“A Litde Christmas Music, A Lot of Jazz” is the title of the concert, Dec. 
10 at 8 p.m., Milliken Auditorium, featuring Jazz Lab Band, Vocal 
Jazz Ensemble and NMC Big Band. Special guests will be the Blue Lake 
Faculty Jazz 6tet, comprised of performers from across the Midwest who 
teach at Blue Lake Fine Arts Camp in Twin Lake. Directed by Mike Hunter, 
NMC’s jazz ensembles are composed of for-credit and non-credit students. 
A Master Jazz Band class including local high school jazz bands will also be 
offered at 7 p.m. Dec. 9 for $5. Concert tickets are $8 general admission 
and $6 for seniors age 62 and older and children 12 and under. Tickets for 
all Milliken performances are available at the Milliken box office. For more 
information call (231) 995-1553.

Village Indoor Farmers Market, Sat. Dec. 11,10 a.m. to 2 p.tji- 
at the Mercato in The Village at Grand Traverse Commons. The 
Village Farmers Market is brimming with deliciously displayed 
delights from our region’s awesome farmers and agripreneurs, who 
bring fresh-picked produce, fantastic plants, and delectable food 
products to The Village at Grand Traverse Commons!
Visit www.thevillagetc.com for more information.

Public Viewing Night, Saturday, Dec. 11, 8-10 p.m., Rogers 
Observatory, Birmley Rd. (231) 995-2300.

St. Lucia Celebration, Sunday, Dec. 12, 1-5 p.m., Dennos 
Museum Center; concert at 3 p.m. in the Milliken Auditorium. Call 
(231) 995-1029 for more information.

“Seussical, Jr,” Performing Dec. 16, 17 and 18 at 7 p.m. and 
Dec. 18 andl9 at 2 p.m, Traverse City’s Old Towne Playhouse. In 
this fantastical, magical, musical extravaganza, Tony winners Lynn 
Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty have lovingly brought to life all of our 
favorite Dr. Seuss characters, including Horton the Elephant and 
The Cat in the Hat. “Seussical, Junior” celebrates the powers of 
friendship, loyalty, family and community, in a story that makes you 
laugh and cry. Ticket prices $6/$l 1. Call (231) 947-2210.

NMC Community Concert Band, Friday, Dec. 17, at 8 p.m., 
Milliken Auditorium. Seasonal works under the direction of John 
Beery. Formed in 1973, the band now totals more than 50 members. It is 
comprised of young, energetic high school and college students learning 
side-by-side with experienced adults. Tickets for all performances are $8 
general admission and $6 for seniors age 62 and older and children 12 and 
under. Tickets for all Milliken performances are available at the Milliken box 
office. For more information call (231) 995-1553.

Festival of Trains, Dec. 18 - Jan. 2 at the History Center of Traverse 
City, 322 Sixth Street. Hours are 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday - 
Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m. on Sundays, Christmas Eve, New 
Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day. (Closed on Christmas Day.) For 
information call (231) 995-0313; www.gtheritagecenter.org.

Third Level’s Transitional Living Program fundraiser at G’s
Pizzeria and Deli, 1500 US 31 N in Traverse City, Monday, Dec.
20, from 5 — 8 p.m. G’s Pizzeria and Deli will give Third Level 10 
percent of total dining room sales and all tips. Money raised will 
go to transitional living apartments where youth coming out of 
foster care or homelessness can live while they learn skills to live 
independently. For more information, visit www.thirdlevel.org.

George Clooney: more than 
a movie star!

■ MEGHAN GOULDER
Press Staff Writer

ACTOR AND ACTIVIST GEORGE CLOONEY, left, meets 
with Vice President Joe Biden, February 23, 2009, at the White 
House in Washington, D.C., to discuss relief aid for Darfur.

We all know 
George Clooney as 
A-list movie star,
Academy Award 
winning actor and 
winner of Sexiest Man 
Alive (twice), but he is 
much more than that.
He is truly a leader 
in the Hollywood 
community as a 
humanitarian by using 
his celebrity status to 
shed light on many 
humanitarian issues 
going on in the 
world.

He has 
been active in 
advocating a 
resolution of the 
Darfur conflict.
The devastation of Darfur has been an issue since 2003; this crisis in Darfur has taken over 300,000 
lives and forced over 2.5 million people from their homes. The United Nations has called the 
situation in Darfur the world’s worst human disaster. Clooney’s efforts include speaking at the Save 
Darfur rally in Washington, D.C., and he spent ten days in Chad and Sudan with his father Nick 
Clooney to make a documentary film in order to show the dramatic situation of Darfur’s refugees. 
Titled “A Journey to Darfur,” it was released in 2008 on DVD with the proceeds being donated to the 
International Rescue Committee. He also spoke in front of the Security Council of the UN, with Nobel 
Prize-winner Elie Wiesel to ask the UN to find a solution to the conflict and to help the people of Darfur.

In addition Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt Damon, Don Cheadle, and Jerry Weintraub created an 
organization: Not On Our Watch, which focuses global attention and resources to stop and prevent 
mass atrocities.

In 2007, Clooney and fellow actor Don Cheadle, were presented with the Summit Peace 
Award by the Nobel Peace Prize Laureates in Rome. Clooney was also appointed as United Nations 
Messenger of Peace.

Earlier this year he organized the Telethon Hope for Haiti Now, which collects donations for the 
2010 Haiti earthquake victims.

This past October, Clooney went to Southern Sudan and, when he returned to the United States, 
Clooney and President Obama discussed US policy towards Sudan. They are both concerned about 
the approaching Southern Sudanese independence referendum in January 2011. Southern Sudan and 
the disputed region of Abyei, which straddles northern and southern Sudan will vote in referendums 
on self-determination. If held freely and fairly, these votes will result in an independent, oil-rich 
Southern Sudan. If not, the catastrophic war between the north
and the south that ended in 2005, after 2.5 million deaths, 
could resume.

Clooney asked this question, “If you had had the 
opportunity months ahead of time to prevent Darfur’s 
genocide, what would you have done? The world faces such 
an opportunity today. The United States and the international 
community were too late to prevent the'conflagration in 
Darfur, just as they were too late in Rwanda, Somalia, Ethiopia,
Congo and Sierra Leone. Usually, the world responds only 
after wars begin, spending billions of dollars to mop up human 
catastrophes. In southern Sudan, however, the United States 
has a unique chance to avert war and atrocities.” Mr. George 
Clooney has donated his time, money and fame to bring light 
to these issues. Will you write your Congressman or Senator 
to ask for a peaceful resolution for Sudan? Here are websites if 
you will: notonourwatchproject.org, enoughproject.org, and 
savedarfur.org. It is a perfect way give back to others during this 
holiday season.
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GreenLaces ties people, promises and the planet together
IZACH NITZKIN

Press Managing Editor

Courtesy of GreenLaces

Symbols permeate our culture. They 
represent everything from our values and 
aspirations to our preference in fashion to 
support of our favorite sports franchises. 
Some symbols have a tendency to become 
mainstream trends, devaluing their 
potential influence.

In every corner of this county people 
adorn symbols that make a statement. 
Whether they are ribbons for cancer or 
bumper stickers for president, people 
want others to know who and what they 
support. But how many of these people 
actually go the extra yard to impact their 
chosen cause? How can onlookers find out 
who is for real and who is a phony?

One green advocate may have a 
solution: create a symbol which represents 
active participation in one’s chosen cause.

Natalie Spilger, founder of

GreenLaces.org, has created an 
organization dedicated to bettering the 
planet. Her solution — a symbol whose 
adornment means walking-the-walk.

GreenLaces was launched in Feb. 
2008 as a grassroots organization. Their 
aim is to have high profile athletes lead by 
example with an emphasis on improving 
the environment.

“We’re getting people to take one 
action and share that online with the 
community and the world,” said Spilger.

The way GreenLaces works is 
individuals visit the website and make 
a promise. Promises can be as simple as 
turning off lights when leaving the room 
or taking shorter showers. The idea is to 
have people make their promise public in 
order to make them accountable to their 
peers. Individuals can purchase a set of 
GreenLaces for $5, letting others know 
they are a “fan of the planet.” The laces are 
made from 100 percent recycled material.

Spilger, a Stanford graduate, former 
environmental engineer and defender 
for the Chicago Red Stars of the Womens 
Professional Soccer (WPS) league, has in two 
short years created a symbol whose potential 
influence knows no end.

“We currendy have 300 elite athletes. 
They are athletes that are professional, 
Olympic and semi pro,” said Spilger. “We 
have pockets of influence in Sweden, Madrid

and New Zealand.”
GreenLaces spokespersons, a large 

number of which are Olympic athletes, 
wear their laces while competing in order 
to let others know they are committed to 
improving the environment by keeping 
their promises.

Spilger hopes that by having people 
visit the website and make a small promise 
they can keep, a snowball effect will ensue. 
“Once you say you are going to commit 
to doing this kind of thing it becomes a 
gateway action” Spilger said.

GreenLaces is having more of an 
impact than just asking for promises. They 
are also helping to engrain habits in young 
people that can have real meaning for the 
planet. “What we do from an education 
perspective is really two-fold. We create 
exercises for P.E. teachers and after school 
programs like ‘water waste freeze tag’” said 
Spilger. “The second component is from 
an inspiration standpoint; bring a message 
from local green teams to their fans. One 
hundred fifty million Americans regularly 
follow a sports team, what is missing is a 
way to make a green connection to their 
local team.”

One of the biggest challenges currently 
facing Spilger and her organization is the 
transition they are going through. “While 
I really enjoy doing it, I miss working in a 
team environment. We are in a huge shift

right now trying to grow into a business.” 
Spilger hopes to move into the retail sector 
soon, making the laces the more readily 
available.

“When we first started, Live Strong 
popped to mind. They created an emblem 
you can wear which lets your community 
know that you have these values and you 
are supporting this cause,” said Spilger. 
Now GreenLaces wants to take their “cause 
marketing apparel” to the next level.

As of this printing, 3,257 people 
have made promises on GeenLaces.org.
In the coming year Spilger hopes to see 
that number continue to rise by creating 
events which will raise awareness of the 
movement. “One of our short term goals 
is creating the green athlete of the year 
awards which gives athletes a way to use 
their competitive spirit in a positive way to 
help grow the world.”

The inaugural event will be held Feb. 
24-25 in Chicago and will include an 
awards ceremony, educational seminars 
and other green-oriented events.

To learn more, make a promise, 
donate or discover ways you can make an 
impact, visit greenlaces.org.

Did you know you can earn your bachelor's degree right here on the NMC 
campus? Ferris partners with your local community college to provide a 
quality education at an affordable price. Our 2+2 and 3+1 programs 
are set up so that you take two or three years of NMC courses / 
and one or two years of Ferris courses. The overall cost of ,+ <
your degree is low because you pay the community +' «£
college tuition rate and Ferris' public university .. * ++ “
tuition rate. Financial aid is also available for both / , 88 *|
the Ferris and community college classes. y*

Visit our local office to find out more.
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